Meyerson, Trustees Discuss Future
Direction of Univ Athletic Policy

BY CRAT BLAKEMAN
President Meyerson and other
trustees plan to examine
almost all aspects of athletic
policy at a downtown meeting
Friday.
Dr. Ralph Preston, chairman of the
Athletic Council, said discussions
entered in the upcoming Ivy
Presidents Meeting Dec. 15 Meyerson
has chosen the other presidents in
the Ivy League to discuss
athletics in the Ivy League.
"Passing reference" was made to
a discussion policy and athletics.
Robert Zemsky, aide to Meyerson,
explained these would generally
be discussed as having done
"a superb job in improving Penn-
sylvania's competitiveness in the Ivy
League."

Preston said some trustees voiced
concern that "the good things Mr.
Robert Zemsky said he thought the trustees
selected to handle the important
questions of the University. Roberts
renounced his re-election. Zemsky
explained the importance of the Ivy
League meeting.

"Passing reference" was also made
by Zemsky of the universities'
competitiveness in the Ivy League.

"We remain in the Ivy group and that we
have a chance to bring up issues which are
now past due for discussion. I think it will
remain in the York group and that we
have a chance to bring up issues which are
now past due for discussion. I think it will
be very healthy to get them
abducted," he said.

Meyerson said some said those
universities were in the same
situation in the Ivy League.

"Manchester College said that now
unions are in a position to attempt
to settle the disputes," he added.
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Advice to Student Consumers

The Penn Consumer Board, PCB, is a consumer protection and advocacy group on campus that provides assistance to students and other community members who have been ripped-off. PCB can provide advice on how to respond to consumer rip-offs, as well as information on how to file complaints with the appropriate authorities.

The PCB has a number of resources available to help consumers. These include:

- A hotline for consumers to call with questions or complaints.
- A website with information on consumer rights and how to file complaints.
- A newsletter that provides updates on consumer issues and tips for avoiding rip-offs.

The PCB also works closely with the District Attorney's Office to investigate and prosecute consumer fraud cases. Consumers who have been ripped-off are encouraged to contact the PCB to file a complaint and learn more about their rights.

If you have been ripped-off, please contact the PCB. An attorney will represent you pro bono, and PCB will file a complaint on your behalf. PCB will be happy to help you and will keep your name confidential. PCB is a consumer protection and advocacy group on campus that provides assistance to students and other community members who have been ripped-off.
By United Press International
President Nixon and South Vietnamese negotiators to resume peace talks here Monday in what could be "the last round" of talks here to end the Vietnam war, it was reported here yesterday.

On Monday afternoon, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger flew to Paris to meet with North Vietnamese negotiators to begin what could be the final round of talks here to end the Vietnam war.

Government sources said the last round of talks here "could be the last round" of talks here to end the Vietnam war.

If You Have a Problem
Chaplain Erends Ears to Campus

BROOKLYN — Most people think I just spend my time in my office, buildings and talking to students, the Chaplin said. "But if you look beyond the desk, you see the chaplain's true calling: the counseling of students here at Brooklyn College."

The Chaplin said that "the problem of the day" is the "humanization of an American college," a problem that "the problems haven't changed but have changed in nature. It is a 'cultural phenomenon' that people tend to forget what university is and what university is about."
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NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
WASHINGTON, D.C.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Navy's Corporate Laboratory—NRL—is engaged in research and engineering practically all branches of physical and engineering science and technology in order to ensure the solution of fundamental problems to applied and developing new technologies.

The Laboratory has a continuing need for physicists, chemists, metallurgists, mathematicians, computer scientists, engineers (electrical, mechanical and chemical). Appointees, who must be U.S. citizens, will benefit from the full benefits of the career Civil Service.

Applications are encouraged for bachelor's, master's and doctor's degrees in any of the above fields are invited. Persons who hold degrees from HBCU representatives who will be in the University of Pennsylvania PLACEMENT OFFICE ON
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4TH ANNUAL SKATING RINK
CLASS OF 1923 SKATING RINK
December 1 at 8 PM

Children under 12, $3.50 at all performances.
Admission: $3.50, $6.00.

(215) 322-1500

University Home Services

For ticket reservations call: (215) 322-1500

This year mark the 50th anniversary of the event.

TICKETS
CLASS OF 1923

Sponsors:

Rutgers University, Temple University, Temple University Hospital, Pennsylvania Hospital, University of Pennsylvania, Temple University College of Medicine, and Drexel Institute of Technology.

Philadelphia College of Engineering and Science
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The lettuce boycott

The University will automatically decide this week whether it will support a boycott of non-union lettuce by refusing to serve it at the University dining areas.

The issue is a complex one and some of the questions surrounding the boycott are still unanswered. We feel, however, that the University should purchase lettuce harvested by the United Farm Workers Union (UFW).

Without the support of lettuce by major producers, lettuce prices will be increased for all state institutions. In the past, the boycott has been successful in having citrus companies, for example, sign contracts with the UFW.

Hundreds of thousands of small children are working in the fields to keep their families from starving.

In short, the situation is critical for a large number of farm workers and would likely be improved by union labor contracts.

The university's position on the lettuce boycott has been ambiguous. Dining officials have said the University will probably refuse to serve lettuce, but only if other suppliers are available. The UFW, however, claims that the University is refusing to serve lettuce because it is unwilling to accept the terms of the boycott.

The University is offering a boycott of a sort similar to that of the University of California. The boycott, however, has been accused of being anti-union.

The University of California, Berkeley, has refused to serve lettuce because it is growing in the desert. The University of California, Los Angeles, has refused to serve lettuce because it is grown in Mexico. The University of California, Santa Cruz, has refused to serve lettuce because it is grown in California.
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OUT OF MY WAY—George Odore attempts to reach for wayward football in the Quakers' 3-0 victory earlier this season. Penn plays the Dragons again tonight at the first round of the NCAA drawn tournament of Franklin Field at 7:30.

Boothers Kick Off Tournament Against Drexel

By KEITH MERRILL

Erinniment is running high at Penn these days. Of all the unexpected things, the football team was the last to be mentioned by many of the big-time college coaches and analysts. But the Quakers are, in the words of Senior Safety TOM WELSH, "on the rise"—in the region and nation. Perhaps that's why the Quakers have been named Offensive Player of the Game against Penn State in the 1973 NCAA drawn tournament.

"What a double we can beat them," observation and game of the fall book, Bill Strothm enthused. "We could play to a clean goal and keep their men.

"I think we can do that at all," football John Griffith predicted. "They have a couple of good men, but they have no real starters."

"If Drexel wins it's because we haven't had a good day or they got very lucky. I know we're better men than Drexel,"

an uncharacteristically modest Welsh summed up the selection process.

In the years ahead, Welsh noted, "Penn will have their hands full playing at Franklin Field."

Earlier this season Drexel (3-0) should have made another appearance in precison season. They lost a close one to 10-0 to Temple 14-10. The Quakers' 14-10 victory was against more than just Drexel's offense. Penn State in a grudge match for the
tournament's crown, will probably face Brown if the Quakers win tonight as they did against Drexel.

"We're in a good position to beat the tournament."

"The tournament is not our heart's best on us."

Turning to the national championship.

"There's more than the top that's involved," explained. "It's the national championship that's at stake for the National College

(Continued from Page 6)

...and everybody concerned feels this team has the best chance to win it team."

"We're in the midst of an Ivy league title campaign."

Penfield might be guilty of

But we're keying for Penn State."
by TED METZGER

This has been a change in the Phils' attitude. They no longer let
immediately ended by inviting the
leisure. It was the most of all the
year is all the better. They are most
purposely, perhaps our nature. The
facing the future with a greater
quite as busy. They are trying to do
put together. Only four players have been
with their coach, Jim Hinkle, which
and George Shields. As a junior last year, Ugolini
second team last year. Fourth in Ivy League scoring


ложен година остави у нас из страната на военно време на войната. Изградена между два откривателства, трупата на Филип на по-голяма равнина, удобна за ездачи. Щом тя влезе в преградата, замъкът на Филип е възведен върху хълма. Много от неговите дюни е изоставени и върховете на съкровищата са искрени като злато. На върха на хълма е поставен паметник на Филип, който е изграден от една голяма плоча. Тя носи надпис на френски и етнически език и е дошла да го видят всички посещавателите. Паметникът е с височина около 5 метра и е изработен от гранит. На северната страна е изобразен Филип като възрастен мъж с кръст и дърво, като символ на религията и природата. На южната страна е изобразен Филип като младеж, който хвърля камък във водата, като символ на борба и надежда. Паметникът е обграден с каменни стелки, които образуват кръгла площадка, на която се намира паметникът. Паметникът е включен в списъка на ЮНЕСКО на световното наследство и е смятан за едно от най-великите паметници в света.